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Abstract

Despite several decades of research towards improving Web experience, users remain dissatisfied. Content Providers (CPs) make contracts with Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) to speed up webpage load times. CPs also make contracts with Online Advertisement providers (OAPs) to improve relevancy of Web content shown on the website. However, both CDNs and OAPs remain unaware of what Web content users will request next. As a result, CDNs cannot prefetch data from servers hosted by CPs, which prevents reductions in webpage load times. Also, OAPs display advertisements based on stale and incomplete Web browsing histories.

In this paper, we present WebNext, a technique to analyze passively collected Domain Name System (DNS) logs for predicting users’ Web browsing behaviors. In our experience with WebNext on a large scale DNS dataset, we identified several sequences of websites that many users often tend to follow. Therefore, we suggest CDNs and OAPs to predict users’ Web browsing interests for improved quality of Web experience.
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1 Introduction

Content providers (CPs) such as Google, Facebook, and Amazon care about high quality of user experience on their websites. CPs desire that their users remain engaged with their websites because long user engagement times result in higher number of purchases on the website, as well as enable online advertisers to improve content relevancy on the website [12]. However, several factors influence user engagement, such as 1) the responsiveness of the website, that is, how fast the website loads after the user clicks a link; and 2) Whether the website provides content that the user is interested in at the time website is loaded. As a result, CPs employ several sophisticated techniques to speed up the webpage load times and offer the content users are interested [3, 8, 21]. However, despite several years of research to improve user experience with the Web, users remain dissatisfied with current Web performance [22]. We consider the lack of knowledge about users’ next Web browsing behaviors as the major challenge to improve Web experience.

Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) such as Akamai and Level 3 are effective in speeding up webpage load times as they distribute application content to geographically diverse Web servers [20]. A data distribution technique allows users to download website data from a server in close proximity with low network latency – resulting in faster page loads. However, current content delivery techniques only allow for content to be distributed to a server proximal to the user’s location only after the user requests the webpage. Therefore, every time the requested content is not available on a nearby Web server, the websites load slower as the content is fetched from a more distant server.

Online Advertisement Providers (OAPs) such as Google Ads and Amazon Advertising are effective in approximating content relevance on websites based on users’ previous Web browsing histories. However, OAPs face two challenges to ensuring that Web browsing histories are up-to-date and complete. First, users care about their privacy and tend to install browser-based plugins that prevent OAPs from tracking their Web activity. Second, when the user exits the website on which OAP’s JavaScript is running, OAPs do not keep track of what next websites the users visit. Therefore, OAPs remain with an undesirable choice of displaying advertisements based on stale and incomplete Web browsing histories of users, resulting in degraded click-through rates of advertisements [2].

One of the major challenges to improve user engagement with websites is the lack of knowledge about users’ next Web browsing interests. Specifically, if CDNs could predict users browsing interests, website data could be prefetched from CPs before it is needed by the user, resulting in even faster webpage load times [1, 24]. Further, if OAPs could predict users’ Web browsing interests, they could make well-informed decisions as to which content more suited for the user. In this paper, we investigate Web browsing behaviors of a large group of users and present techniques that allow for approximate predictions of Web browsing behaviors.
We classify the five major contributions of our work as follows:

**Novelty:** In this paper, we offer a *novel understanding* of Web browsing behaviors using from a large university campus network, with the goal of improving Web experience for users. Our investigation includes detailed analysis of network traffic generated mostly by a large student population. Specifically, our work predicts Web browsing behaviors of users using only passively collected DNS logs from within the university network, as opposed to using user privacy-sensitive HTTP logs.

**Dataset richness:** We perform a large scale comprehensive analysis of Web browsing behaviors on a dataset comprising over 228 million DNS records collected during a 24-hour period in August 2014. Our sanitized dataset (as described in Section 3) comprises of Web browsing sessions from about 12,000 unique users resolving a total of about 100,000 unique domain names.

**Implementation:** We developed *WebNext*, a technique to perform a thorough search of relationships among websites using Domain Name System (DNS) logs.\(^1\) *WebNext* identifies sequences of websites that are requested more often by users. Our results suggest that *WebNext* is effective in predicting Web browsing behaviors even after users leave websites, or install browser plugins to prevent websites from tracking browsing history.

**Results:** Based on our experiences with *WebNext*, we make the following three observations:

- Web browsing behaviors tend to differ at different times of a day. For example, users visit social networking, video streaming, and e-commerce websites more frequently during the day and evening hours than during the morning hours.
- Based on our analysis of DNS logs, we identify several popular sequences of websites that users tend to follow. Our results show that many users frequently visit *Google.com* and *Facebook.com* in both forward and reverse orders.
- Finally, we observe that when users are at a Web search engine website, such as *Google.com*, they tend to request a diverse set of websites, thus making the prediction of user’s next interest more challenging. However, when users are at an online social network website, such as *Facebook.com*, they tend to visit other similar websites such as *Twitter.com* and *LinkedIn.com*.

**Inferences drawn:** Based on our results, we make recommendations for CDNs and OAPs that enable them to more effectively speed up webpages, as well as improve content relevance on webpages by using DNS logs. Specifically, we suggest CDNs to investigate Web browsing behaviors of their users to prefetch any content that is not available in the cache at the time it is requested by users. Finally, we suggest OAPs to predict user’s interests to deliver more relevant advertisements on the websites for improved click-through rates.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss related work that investigates Web browsing behaviors. In Section 3, we discuss our approach to collect large scale Web browsing data from a university campus network. In Section 4, we offer a discussion on our technique to analyse the Web access patterns and predict user’s interests on the Web, followed by results in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2 **Related Work**

A number of previous studies investigate popularity, type, and amount of time spent on websites visited by users [7, 13, 16, 19]. Other studies estimate gender, age, and identity of users by analysing Web browsing behaviors [5, 9, 15, 17]. Several studies have developed algorithms to predict Web browsing behaviors but have not evaluated their effectiveness on real world data [6, 10, 14, 23, 25, 26]. Finally, recent initiative by Akamai Technologies allows predictive content delivery solutions for streaming videos on mobile devices [4].

Our work, in contrast to these studies, identifies actual sequences of websites often visited by users using a real world dataset. Our work allows prediction of Web requests across different websites, instead of requesting content on the same webpage. Finally, instead of using HTTP logs containing users’ privacy-sensitive information, we use DNS logs that do not contain any personally identifiable information about the users.

3 **Data Collection Methodology**

Our goal is to discover sequences in which users access different websites. To accomplish this goal, we require a metric to uniquely identify users, a chronological list of websites that each user visits, as well as the timestamps of when the websites are visited.

In Figure 1, consider the sequence of Internet communication that takes place when a user enters a website URL in the Web browser. In Step 1, the user’s Web browser sends a DNS request to a DNS server to resolve the website name into an IP address. The DNS server replies to the user with an IP address (Step 2). Next, the user’s Web browser creates a connection with the server hosting the IP address returned in Step 2 and sends an Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) request to download the website content (Step 3). Finally, in Step 4, the Web server sends the website content to user’s browser.

\(^1\) We make *WebNext*’s source code available at https://github.com/msu-netlab/WebNext.
For our dataset, we choose to collect DNS logs using TCPDump on Montana State University’s (MSU) centralized DNS server for a period of 24 hours [18]. Our decision to use DNS logs, as opposed to using HTTP logs collected by Web servers [11], is based on the fact that DNS offers a broader view of Web browsing behaviors than the HTTP requests alone. Specifically, several websites use encrypted connections with users’ Web browsers. Therefore, any encrypted HTTP request that the user makes cannot be recorded by monitoring just the HTTP requests. This is because the content of such HTTP requests is not in plain text and instead is encrypted using public keys. The DNS logs are recorded in plain text and contains all website names that the user requests regardless of whether the actual content on the website is downloaded over an encrypted or unencrypted connection. DNS logs are easily accessible because every user connected to the network would likely use network’s default DNS server for resolving domain names.

Our collected DNS logs consist of 1) Users IP addresses, which we use to uniquely identify each user; 2) DNS requests containing domain names of websites visited by the users; and 3) Epoch timestamps of when DNS requests were sent. Our current captured DNS logs consists of pcap files totally about 16 GB in size. The pcap files contains over 228 million DNS records generated during our data collection period.

In order to process DNS logs, we first convert the pcap files to relational database storage. We next sanitize our data to eliminate DNS responses from the recorded data, which results in the data to only consists of DNS requests. We only need to consider DNS requests because every DNS requests contains the domain name of the website that the user requests. Next, we delete DNS requests which were not destined for our university’s centralized DNS server. Our goal here is to investigate Web browsing behavior for users that use the university’s DNS server for requesting all the websites. Finally, we delete DNS requests for IPv6 addresses. We argue that we only require DNS requests that resolve to an IPv4 address, because Web browsing behaviors are irrespective of which IP protocol version users’ networks supports. Our sanitized data consists of over 12 million DNS requests for about 12,000 unique IP addresses accessing over 100,000 domains in a 24-hour period.

### Algorithm 1: WebNext

**Data:** \((T, S)\) where \(T\) is a time and \(S\) is tuple size.  
**Result:** \(H = (K, V)\) where \(H\) is a HashMap with keys \(K\) as a sequence (seq) of domains and values \(V\) as the number of times that sequence occurs  

\[
\text{IPList} = \text{DataAtTime}(T)
\]

for \(ip \in \text{IPList}\):

\[
\text{Domains} = \text{DomainsWithIP}(ip)
\]

for \(i \in \text{range}(0, \text{len(Domains)} - S)\):

\[
\text{seq} = (\text{domains}_i, \text{domains}_{i+1}, \ldots, \text{domains}_S)
\]

if \(\text{seq} \in H\):

\[
H[\text{seq}] = H[\text{seq}] + 1
\]

else:

\[
H[\text{seq}] = 1
\]

4 Implementation Details

We developed WebNext to analyze the DNS data and identify popular sequences of websites that users often visit. WebNext accepts user defined arguments, such as the time of day \(T\) and a desired sequence size \(S\), as inputs to calculate popularities of different sequences of websites visited by users.

As shown in Algorithm 1, WebNext allows generation of HashMaps, or key-value pairs of a sequence of different domain names with the number of times the sequence is requested. DataAtTime() is an SQL statement that returns a list of IP addresses for a given time window. DomainsWithIP() is an SQL statement that returns a chronologically ordered list of domains associated with the specified IP address. WebNext then generates a list of sequences and sequence request counts. As shown in Algorithm 1, we use DataAtTime and DomainsWithIP to obtain IP addresses of user devices and domain names requested by each IP address, respectively. For every IP address extracted with DataAtTime query, we fetch domain names in chronological order and generate sequences of website visits that are of length \(S\). These sequences represent keys in the HashMap \(H\). The count value associated to a sequence is initialized to 1 and incremented for each occurrence of the same sequence. The resulting HashMap is returned to the user after all IP addresses within IPList are iterated and added as sequences to the HashMap.

5 Putting WebNext in Context

We now employ WebNext to investigate and understand Web browsing behaviors using our collected DNS data. Our first goal is to understand whether

---

2 A pcap (packet capture) file is a binary file that contains information about network requests and traffic.
or not our data constitutes a statistically significant number of DNS records at any point in time, allowing us to reliably predict Web browsing behaviors.

5.1 Data Significance

In Figure 2, we show the total number of sanitized DNS requests that the university’s DNS servers received over a period of 24 hours. The x-axis represents time duration in a 24-hour format. The y-axis represents the number of DNS requests received by the DNS server. From the figure, we see that at any given point in time during the day, our dataset consists of about 4,000 DNS requests, especially during 8 AM to 5 PM where we see about 15,000 requests every minute. Moreover, when analysing DNS requests for unique domain names in Figure 3, we observe that our dataset consists of about 2,000 DNS requests at any given point in time.

Finally, we investigate whether our dataset consists of DNS requests from substantial number of unique users at any given time of the day. In Figure 4, we show the distribution of active users at different times of a day. Similarly to previous figures, the x-axis represents time of day in a 24-hour format. The y-axis represents the total number of active users or unique IP addresses in our dataset. From the figure, we observe that at any given time of a day our dataset consists of DNS requests generated by 400 unique users on average, especially during 8 AM to 5 PM where we see about 850 active users. Similarly to Figure 2, we observe that during the peak hours (8AM to 5PM) the number of active users are also at a maximum. Therefore, based on the data we collected, we argue that such a large dataset is substantial to allow us to make reliable observations about Web browsing behaviors of different users.

5.2 Data Classification

Next, we are interested in understanding the popularity of different types of online services across different times of a day. Our goal here is to understand whether or not some online services are visited more often than others. In Figure 5, we show that different online services tend to exhibit different popularities, especially at different times of a day. The x-axis on the figure represents six different popular online service groups. The y-axis represents the popularity of each service, where we define popularity as the number of DNS requests served by the DNS server. The white, gray, and black bar graphs represent the popularity in morning (5 AM to 8 AM), work (8 AM to 5 PM), and night(5 PM to 5 AM) hours respectively.

From the figure, we see that the number of websites visited by people in the morning and evening are about one-third of the number of websites visited during the work hours. For example, Online Social Networks (OSNs) such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+, and Twitter, are visited almost twice as
Table 1: List of websites classified in different categories based on the online service offered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Websites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OSN</td>
<td>G+, FaceBook, Twitter, LinkedIn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>YouTube, Netflix, Hulu, Vimeo, DailyMotion, HBO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>CNN, Fox, HuffingtonPost, Reddit, NYTimes, Yahoo News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Commerce</td>
<td>Walmart, Target, Ebay, BestBuy, Amazon, Costco, Craigslist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>Top adult websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>D2L, ECats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

much during the work hours as they are during the morning and night hours. Similarly to OSN websites, online services that offer e-commerce and news tend to be visited more during work hours. However, video streaming and adult websites show similar popularity during both the work and night hours. Surprisingly for a university network, both D2L and ECats websites used by students and faculty throughout MSU colleges to access study materials, are not visited as much as other online services at any time in the day. In Table 1, we list the various websites which we selected to classify the online services described in Figure 5.

Next, to understand whether there exist websites that users visit more often than the other websites, we investigate the popularity of all the websites. In Figure 6, we show the difference in how many times different websites are requested by users. The x-axis shows the rank of the top 100 websites, based on how often they were requested. The y-axis shows the number of times the top 100 websites are requested, out of a total of about 13,000, 55,000, and 33,000 unique websites requested during morning, work, and evening hours respectively. The different lines represent the requests at different times of the day. From the figure, we observe that users tend to visit only about 8 websites frequently, regardless of time of the day.

Therefore, in Figure 7, we show the popularity of the top eight websites in terms of how often users visit these websites throughout the day. The x-axis in the figure represents number of times a given website is requested. The y-axis represents a CDF of experiment duration during the day (24 hours). From the figure, we observe that for about 60% of the day, Google.com is requested up to 500 times every minute. Whereas, users visit other websites such as Facebook.com or Apple.com only about 200 times a minute for 60% of the day. We argue that because some websites are visited less often than other websites, there may exist some scenarios when websites tend to be visited more than in other scenarios. Specifically, what remains unclear is whether some websites are requested more often after a specific website is opened, or the requests for websites do not follow a discernible pattern. Therefore, in the next section we investigate whether users tend to have a sequence in which websites are requested.

5.3 Identifying Website Sequences

Interactive websites today consist of content that lead users from one website to another website with related content. While it is possible that users sequentially visit a number websites when looking for specific information online, it would be practically challenging to prefetch the data pertaining to all the websites that the users visit. Therefore, we first investigate the number of websites users often visit. Our immediate goal here is to identify the most popular length of sequences of websites that users visit. In Figure 8, we show a distribution of length of sequences that users visit in order. The x-axis represents the number of websites users visits every minute.
Because, as shown in Figure 2, the number of websites visited by users during work and evening hours are significantly larger than the number of websites visited during the morning hours.

Next, from the figures we observe that most of the Web browsing traffic is among a few websites, such as Google.com, Facebook.com, Twitter, Yahoo.com, DoubleClick.com. For example, based on the edge thickness in the node graphs, we observe that the user visits between Facebook and Google websites is the most popular browsing behavior across all three different times of the day.

We also observe that when a user visits a Web search engine website, such as Google.com, there exists a large number of websites that the user may choose to visit next. Such a behavior makes predicting of user’s next Web request more challenging. However, when a user visits an online social network (OSN) website, such as Facebook.com, the next visit is likely another OSN website such as Twitter.com and LinkedIn.com.

5.4 Accuracy of WebNext

In Figures 9-11, we observe that website such as Facebook, Twitter, and Yahoo are connected with website names such as Fbcdn, Twimg, and Yimg respectively. Websites such as Fbcdn, Twimg, and Yimg hosts images for Facebook, Twitter, and Yahoo respectively. For example, whenever a page pertaining to Facebook
is visited, the Web browser fetches images hosted on Fbcdn domain. Since our data analysis technique identified well-known connections between such websites, we argue that WebNext is accurate for predicting Web browsing behaviors on large scale DNS logs.

6 Conclusions
Prediction of users' Web browsing interests remains one of the major challenges to high quality of Web experience. We present WebNext, a technique to predict Web browsing behaviors by analyzing passively collected DNS logs, as opposed to user privacy-sensitive HTTP logs. Based on our extensive analysis of large scale DNS logs collected from a university campus network, we demonstrate that WebNext can accurately predict users' Web browsing behaviors, thus enabling content providers to improve Web experience for their users.
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